
OAKLAND 
KITCHEN-DINING ROOM SWAP

RESIDENTIAL KITCHEN $100,000 - $150,000

PROJECT COST: $135,000



BACKGROUND

• This home had a small outdated kitchen in a remote location disjointed 

from the rest of the household. 

• The over-sized dining room was rarely used and had become a 

glorified hallway to the back yard, with the giant table serving as a 

clutter collection center. 

• Our design team suggested swapping these two rooms in order to 

provide a larger, more centralized kitchen with a more intimate and 

casual dining space to better fit the family needs.



BEFORE - KITCHEN



BEFORE – DINING ROOM

Rumor has it this dining room was re-decorated by HGTV several years prior to 

the homeowners moving in, and the dining set came with the house upon 

purchase 



HOMEOWNER’S REQUESTS

• A modernized aesthetic in keeping with the historical feel of 

the home.

• A place for the kids to sit at the kitchen counter.

• Dedicated space for cookbooks. 

• The ability to cook dinner and keep an eye on the kids while 

they play in the back yard or in the living room.



DESIGN SOLUTIONS

• The kitchen and dining room spaces were swapped to 

better meet the family needs. 

• Expand the doorway between the new kitchen and dining 

room to allow for a more open concept feel.

• Create a large island with an end cap bookshelf and seating 

for the kids.

• Open concept and centralized kitchen location allows for 

better supervision of young kids in back yard or living room.



After



AFTER



AFTER



AFTER



The original dining room contained a lovely built-in, 

to which we gave new life and integrated into 

the new kitchen space.

BEFORE



AFTER

We expanded the doorway and made the built-in a primary 

feature of the new kitchen.



AFTER

The mullions on the new kitchen cabinets were custom made to replicate 

those of the original built-in.



AFTER

Former kitchen becomes the new dining room!



AFTER



ORIGINAL LAYOUT



NEW LAYOUT



ELEVATIONS



FINISH DETAILS



FRENCH DOORS LEADING TO BACKYARD 


